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PREFACE

The Research on Evaluation Program is a Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory project of research, development, testing,
and training designed to create new evaluation methodologies for
use in education. This docutent is one of a series of papers and
reports produced by program staff, visiting scholars; adjunct
scholars, and project collaborators--all membera of a cooperative
network of colleagues working on the development of new
methodologies.

What,is the nature of the assignment and tranaportation models
from operations research? How might these models be used in
evaluation? Darrel Caulley considers these questions in this
paper. For each of the two models, Dr. Caulley gives algorithms
on how the models can be solved. Using examples, he gives
step-by-step procedures for finding optimal solutions to certain
evaluation problems.
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THE USE OF ASSIGNMEWP AND TRANSPORTATION

-MODELS IN1EVALUATION

Transportation and assignment models can both be use0 to

solve distribution problems., In education, distribution problems

- arise in such cases 4s assigning teachers to students or teachers

to courses to teach. The problem is to assign the teachers in

- such a way that some criteria such as teacher satisfaction is

optimized. If teachers give a numerical rating to the
.6

desirability of teadhing certain students or of teaching certain

courses, the assignment which caters optimally ton the teachers'

wishes is sought. Other examples of distribution problems are

assigning bilingual students to schools, limited audiovisual

material to classrooms, principals to sdhools, students to

occupational education experiences, reading specialists to

schools, and aicrocomputers to classrooms. In each example, for
I.

the models to be applicable, there mustSbe some variable that is

to be optimized.

Stufflebeam, et al. (1971) define e 1.11tion as "the process
,

j. .

of delineaq.ng, obiaining, and providin

judging decision

evaluation is to

assignment models

evalUation models

This paper is intended to give step-by-step procedures for

Solving a class of problems which hap to do with the assignment

of something. These problems could,be-solved by an appropriate

computer program. However, the algorittims given forthe solution

of the problems can readily be solved by hand without the problem

-of gaining access ton a computer. This paper first looks at, the\

assignment model and then the transportation model: While the

assignthent model is a special case of the transportation model,
0

they are solved by entirely different algorithms. Two examples

alteinatives" (p.,10).'

serve decision making.

serve decision making,

useful information for

Thus, the function of

The transportation and

so they could be termed

will be solved for each model.
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Assignment Model

As the name of the model implies, something is assigned to

something. This could be the assignment cif tutors to students or

the assignment of teachers to courses. Another example would be

Where we have bUses at various IoCationd and we want to minimize

the miles travelled t'o pick up puPils at various sites.0 SupPose

We take the example of four tutors assigned to four students.

For the solution to the problem the number of tutors assiped

must equal the'number of places to be filled. We will show later

how this requirement may be circumvented. The stUdents have been

interviewed by the tutors who have then assigned ratings to each

student, in which 1 is high desire to teach and 7 is 'low desire

to teach. We then wfsh to assign the four tutors to the four

stud nts so as to minimize the sum of these ratings so that we

obt in the most desirable assignment of tUtors to students.

Suppose the ratings given are as in the following table.

A

Tutors B

Students

1 2 3 4

4 7 2 2

3 7 6 3

6 7 6 4

1 4 7 2

Fignre 1 (adapted from Eck, 106, p..261) represents the

algorithm for solving an assignment problem. The solution for

the above example iq as follows:

Step 1

Step 2

A
B

.D

A

1 2 3 4

3 3 0 0

2 3 4 1

5 3 4 2

0 0 ,5 Q

Li

1 ,2 3 4

2 3 4 1

5 3 4 2

e----e----5----e
-A



Filure 1. The Assignment Algorithm

1. For each column, subtract the smallest i
value in the column from all values in
the column.

2. Draw a minimal number of lines through
each row and/or column to cover every
zero value.

4fr

Does

number
of lines

equal number of
assignments

to be

made?

Stop, An optimal assign-
ment can be made by
selecting one zero in
each row so that no two
selected zeros are in
the same column.

4
Do

all rows
contain
at least
one

zero

3. For each row, subtract the smallest
value ln the row frok all values in
the DWW0

4. Let S denote the smallest value not
coverall, by a line. Subtract S from
every uncovered value, and add4
to every value at the intersection
'of two lines.

3

z

0

4
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The number Of *lines '42) does not equal the number of

assignments to bemade. Rows B and C/do not contain zero

values. Accordingly,

Step 3

to to Step 3.

1 2 3 4

A 3 2 0, 0

1 2 3 0

3 1 1 2 0

0 0 0 0

Return to Step 2.

, Step 2 (repeated)
1 -2 3 4

3----2----9,--
.B 1 2 3 .

b

3 1 2

4
The number of lines does not yet equal the number of

assignments to be made, but all rows now contain at least one

zero. GO to Step 4.

Step 4,Spl

lieturn to Step 2.

Step 2 (repeated)

%mar- A --2 - -4

B

C 2 - - --4 - - -a - - - -0

else minimal number of lines naw,equals-the nurer of
, f

assignments to be made, 90 stop. An optimal issignment can be

Made by selecting one zero in each/row so that no two selected .

zeros are in the same oolumn. In this case there are two optimal

assignrisnts.

1 2 3 4

A 3 2 0 1

0 1 2 0

C 2 0 2 0

D 0 0' 5 1

4

#
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K 1. Tutor A is assigned Student.1
Tutor B is assigned Student 1 4
Tutor C is assigned Student 4
Tutor D is assigned Student 2

2. Tutor A is casigned Student 3

Tutor B fs assigned Student 4
'Tutor C is assigned Student 2
Tutor D is asslgned Student 1

( The minimal sum of ratings for solution one is 2+3+4+4 = 13.
go

and for solution two nr---243+7+1 = 13. The second solution is not

an olhious one since ratilig 7, the lowest rating, is chosen.

In this problem we aimed to Minimize the assignment values,

but we could just as easily maximize ip such a problem. For

example, the ratings could 'be given in the opposite direction so

that 1 is lovi and 7 is high. Only Steps 1 and 3 would be

changed. Stepl would read: For each column, subtract each cell

from the greleest yalue in the column. Step 3 wou3 read: 'For

each tOw, subtreact each cell-from the greatest val\e in the row.
.2\

Let'us consiaer another example. Suppose there are four
r -

teachers to be assigned to three courses. Clearly the end result

will be that one of the four teachers will not be assigned a

course. The four teachers have given a rating to each course

accotding to their desire to teachtthe course so that 1 is high

:and 7 is low.

.

Courses

1 . 2 3 4

*0 A 7 4 1 0

Teachers B 2 4 6 0

. C 1 3 L 0

D 3 4 2 0

.In order to find a solution, the number teachers assigned

''must equal the courses. ,So,ecd Oe 4 is a duninly course with all

zeros in the cells. Also teache cannot teach course g, so L

is placed in the cell. L stands for a large number which is so

large that itlwould never be chosen. The steps in the solution'

afe as follows.

5



Step 1. According to Step 1 of the algorithm, 1 is

stiotracted from each vle in column 1, 3 is subtracted from each

value in column 2, etc.

Step 1._

The result is

1 2 3 , 4

A 6 1 0 0

1 1 5 0 No.

0 p L 0

2 1 1 0

Step 2
2 3 4

A
B 1 1 5

C
* D 2 1 1

Step 4. We are to assign four teachers to four courses, so

that four assignments are to be made. Three lines are needed to

cover all zerbs. BecauSe the number of lines is not equal to the

number,of assignidents, we next ask, "Do all rows contain at least

one zero74 The answer is yes, so we Proceed to Step 4. One is

the smallest value-hot covered by a line. So sybtract one from

each value that is notjcovered by a line, and add one to each
,

value that iS at the itersection of two 1,ines in the above

array/ The result is

1

A 6

C 0

D 1

B 0

2; 3, 4

1, 6 1

0 4 0

0 L 1

0 0 0

Step 2 (reReated). We now return to Step 2 and redraw a minimal

number of linea to cover all zeros on the previous array.

A

C

The number of lines does not .eguel the number of assignments

tip be made. The next question is*do all the rows contain at

least one zero. The answer is no, so proceed ty Step 3, and for

*PP
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each row subtract the smallest value in the row from all values A

in the row.

Step

4
Step (repeated)

A
B,

C

D

A

2 3

5 0 5 0

0 0 4 0

0 0 L 1

1 0 0 0

1 2 3 4

e----e----4----e
Al

The number of lines now equals the number of assignments to er"

ibe made so tha. t the process can be stopped. 'There are three

optimal solutions.

Teacher A to dummy A
Teacher B.to course 1
Teacher C to courS* 2
Teacher D to course 3
Sum of rating4i; =

0+2+3+2 = 7

Teacher Ato d y 4

Teach2F B to course 2
Teachgr C to course 1
Techer D to course 3
Sum of ratings =
0+4+1+2 = 7

Teacher A to course 2
Teacher B to dummy 4
Techer C to course 1
Teacher D to course 3
Sum of ratings =
4+0+1+2 = 7

This completes the discussion of the assignment model. Next

will be a discussion of the transportation model.

a
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The Transpqrtation Model

A/though Ole transportation m6del is'used to solve transport

problems, the example given here is one from education.

1

Teachers,

2

Courses to Be Taught
1 2 3

7 3 , 2

,

4 1 6

,

No. of Sections
Required to
be Taught 2 2 3

No. of Class
Periods
-Available

(7)

3

4

Figure 2, The Transportation Model:-
for Assigning Teachers to Courses

Suppose.there are three courses to be taught and two teachers

to do the teaching. ThEi teachers have available various numbers

of class periods. The number of sections for
\
each course that

are required to be taught are also given in the above figure. It

is tn assumption of this model that the total number of units

available (total number of class.periods) equals the total

required (total number of sections). For each course the

teachers have given a preference rating according to whether they

Vould like to teach a course. For the seven-poifit rating, 1 is

high and 7 is low,. The ratings are given'in the top righthand

corners of the cells'of Figure 2. The problem is to assign

teachers to sections and courses so as to minimize the sum of the

ratings.

The transportationncdel is like the assignment model but

with, two added consttaints. In the above example, the

constraints are the Timber of clasq,periods available and the

number of sections requiied to be taught.

The, transportation algorithm is initiated by finding a first,

not necessarily optimal; solution Page, Note 1).



(a) Find the lowest cell in Figure 2. If there is a tie,

make an arbitrary dhoice of the lowest cells. In this case, the

lowest preference is 1, which is found for teacher 2 and course 2.

(b) Compare the available units in that row (ROw 2) with the,

required units in that column (Column 2).

(i) If available units are less than required units,:assign

the available units to the chosen cell and delete the row (by

crossing' out the outer cells). Now adjust the column demand.

(ii) If the required units are less than the,available

units, we assign the required.units to the cell in question,

delete the column and adjust the available units in the row.

.(See Figure 3)

1

2

1 2

7
X

3 2

-,
4 .

2
1 6

2 7 3

3

)72

Figure 3. Selection of the First Assignment
/...

Allj w

(iii) If the available units are equal to the required units

for a cell-and this is the last cell chosen, then STOP, as a

solution.has been reached. Ifthey are equal and this is not the

/last cell chosen, then the o lution is degenerate. If the

solution is degenerate, as ign the required units to the cell in

question, delete the row and column and adjust the required and

available units in thOcolumn and row respectively.

(iv) New return to step (a), considering only the remaining

rows and column in the Figure 2.
/ . /
4

Figure 4 shows the second assignment which is foi cell x13..

(i.e. for raw one and column three). Note that for this cell,

the number of available units equals the number of units required

and thus the solution is degenerate.

9
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1

2

1 2 3

3 , 2

X X 3 -

4 1 6

2 X

2 7

Figure 4. Selection of the Second Adsignment

Figure 5 shows the third assignment which is for cell x21

which is the last oll.

2

1 2 3

X
7

X
3 ,

3
2

2
4

2
1

X

,

6

7 0

7 ,0

Figure 5. Selection of the Third Assignment

The solution is that Teacher 1 teaches course 3 and Teacher 2

teaches courses 1 and 2. We still have bo tesl whether this is

the optimal solution.

If there is M teachers and n courses, it can be shown that

there is m+n-1 cells in the solution. A degenerate solution will

have fewer than m+n-1 cells having non-zero values. In the above

example the solution is degenerate m+n-1 = 2+3-1 = 4 and only

three cells have positive values. (The deleted cells are

considered to have a value of zero.)

TO avoid degenerate basic solutions, one or more cells can be

. Increased in value fiom zero to a slightly positive amount E. It

is understood that 2 is greater than 0 and p approaches zero in

value. If a cell is assigned a value of 2 to avoid degeneracy,

4 the value will be treated like-any other strictly positive-valued

basic cell. Cells diet have values of 2. will be interpreted to

have,values so close to zero that no teacher will be assigned to

.a course (Edk, 1976).

10,
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Having found a first feasible solution, it is now necessary

to determine whether or not there exists a better (lower rating)

solution. To evaluate other possible solutions, attention is

directedtocells,ofIthetablewhereth in the initial
lj

, solution have'Values of zero. Since the solution is degenerate,

.chooseoneofthex.j 's,equal to zerb to have a value of 2.
l

Suppose we make an arbitrary ahoice of x12 to have the value

Ia (Figure 6)

1

Teachers

2

Required

Courses
1 '2 3 Available

7 3 '. 2

xl1=° x12=13 x13=3

4 1 6

x2172 x22=2 x23=0

2 2 3

3' 0

4 i

Figure 6. Selection of a Cell to Have a p Value

Suppose triat one unit is added to cell x11 so x
11

increases in value from 0 to 1. To accommodate this change and

still satisfy the rim requirements, x12 can be reduped by one

unit
'

x
22

can be increased by one unit, and x
21

can be

reduced by one unit. The quantities shown in the row labeled

"Required" and in the column labeled "Available" are called rim

requirements. The net change in the total rating,due to,the

modifications will be 7-3+2-4 = +2, which indicates an increase

in total rating. Hence this solution is inferior to the solution

fiest found. Another reason why it is inferior is that x12

cannot be reduced by one unit without it becoming negative, which

has no meaning. Notice that the seakch for a new improved

solution was

of zero, and

a loop. E

started by looking at a cell where x.. had a value
13

by making modifications to all of the x..'s along

(1976) gives a formal definition of a lcop.

A loop in a transportation rating matrix is a sequence of

four or more variables, where the first variable in the
sequence follows the last variable in the sequence when

(a) no more than two consecutive variables in the
sequence belong to the same row or column, and

(b) any two consecutive variables in the sequence
belong to either the same row or same column. (p. 250)

11 ii



/
examples of valid and invalid loops are as follows.

)17

Valid loop:

Valid loop:

Invalid loop .v

.)

1/..-------
,

..

,
. i

7.teR

To find a better solution, pick a cell with value zero tb

enter the solution. We next Obtain a loop that includes the

entering cell and other cells (having values other than zero).

If it is impossible to form a loopsin which all cells' other than

the entering cell have strictly positive values, some cells may

12



be reased to 2 Once uitable loop has been obtained, the

entering cell is increas n value to the level where some other

cell in the loop must lie deceased to zero to.satisfy rim -

recOirements.

Another vcample will be g en to show how the loopworksi

Figure 7 shows the solution to prdblem.

1

Teachers

2

3

Required

1

Cou e

3

x11

2

x12 xl3=4
7

2 ,

I

4

x21=1 )(22=5 % x23=1

6 , 51, 3

x31=0 x32=0 x33=3

1 5 8

Available

4

7

3

Figure 7. A Solution to a Ratin Matrix Problem

Consider the cell x
12'

Suppose that on Unit is added to

x
12.

To accommodate this change and still sJisfy the rim

requirements, x3:3 can be reduce.gje unit, can be

increased by one unit and x22 ane reduced byllone unit. The 1111

net change in total ratings due to the modificat'ons will be

which indicates a desired decrease in total cost. :"

If instead of increasin g x12 from zero to a valukof 1, the

value of x
12

is increased as much as possible (while 43,

x23; and x22 Are suitably modified), total cost will be*

'further reduced. It can be noticed that x
13

will becom

negative if value x12 is increased to a value in excess of 4.

It follows that x
12

cannot have a value greater than 4. If

x3.2 is increabed to a value of 4, then x13 must be reduced by

4 (to x13 = 0), x23 must be increased by 4 (to x23 = 5) and

x22 must be decreased by 4 (to x22 = 1). Figure 8 shows the

new improved solution.

3-7+4-1 = -1

13
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1

Teachers

2

3

Reqqred

Courses
1 2

2
4

3 , 7

x11=0 x12= x13=0

2 1 , 4

x21=1 x22=1 , x23=5

6 5 , 3

x31=0 x32=0 x33=3

5

Figure'6. New Improved SolUtion

1

Figure-10 shows an algoO.thm for finding a
ot-A

rating matrix. To illustrAe the algorithm

used. The f
*
irst example is shown in Figure 9.

Teichers

2

CourJtS
1 2

_

, 1 2

3 7

1

5

Available

4

7

3

tion for a

examples will 'be

4 2

Figure 9. An Example Rating Matrix

The solution is as follows.

14
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&an )
?Qot II returning to stets 4
by dis route. pock me&

cell where 2, w 0 for the
loop

Figure 10. A Teansportation Algorithm
(Adapted from Eck, 1976, p. 252)

Conuder the best averlabk solutoo of
a 4. nt - 1 stnctly restive variables
Use northwest-corner ruk and ti\crease
vamble to 0 rf accessary

Noir Do run constder xs that
have value of Pio be equal to
zero

3 Stop. The solutioa
is optimal

k oat Z 0 for
oon us a loop

&nay loop I. WhICh all
other variables have stnctly
pouttve (>0) values.

If necessary. assign
values of a to variables to '

obtain the loop

3 Compute the nct chine m total
cost along the loop that would result

ea io the starting cell
increased in wakie from 0 to I nab.

The 11 chaage uo total cost can
be computed by Ilia/110$ with the con
la the starting cell, then alternately
subkocting and adding coat for other
cells at the loop

6

Is
net chaage

in total cost

Increase r. In the cell
(Ihm was aketified in step
10) to the largest possible
value

Adpst other r.'s on the
loop to satisfy the run
condom's

This provides ao improved
feasible solution

10 Refer (o the record
developed in step 7
mdickatilyMemMod
cell that had the 'maims'
(most negative) net
change in total cent

A re here
othe cells

Where
w 0

9
Are here
other cells

where
w 0
7

2 1-
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,Step 1. Figure 11 shows the'initial solutiAn found. wit

Teachers

1

2

Courses
1 2

i 1

P x11=1 X12=0

2

x21 1=3 -x22=2

.7

5.

4 / 2
/

Figure 11. An Initial Solution

Step 2. x
12

has a value of zero. Go to Step 4
.

Step:4. An appropriate loop is x
12

to' x
11

to x
21

to.

x
22'

Go ba Step 5.

Step 5. Net change = 271+3-7 = -3. Go to Step 6.

Step 6. Net change is less than zero. Go to Step 7.

Step 7. Record: Start of loo p-=6-112 with net change -3.

to Step 9.

Step 9. Thereismothercellswithxij -equal bp 0. Go bp
,

Step 10.

Step 10. The starting Cell on record is x12 . Go to Step 11.

Step 11. The largest possible value that x12 can be,adjusted to

l
is 1. Thus

,x
12

=
,

x11 =

x21 =

x22 =

9, 10

0+1 = 1
4.

1-1 = 0

3+1 = 4

2-1 = 1

)Figur 12 shows the improved solution.

Teachers

1

2

-I' Courses
1 2

1 2

x11=0 x12=1

3 7

x21=4 x22=1

Figure 12.

1

2

ved Solution

9 ,
4,



Step 1. The above improved solution is now the best solution

under oonsideration. Go to Step 2.
A

Step 2. xll has a value of zero. Go to Step 4.

S*ep 4,- An app opriate loop is x11 to x12 to x22 to

x
21.

Step 5. The n

War

to Step 5.

change in rating is 1-2+7-3 = +3. Go to Step 6.

Step 6. The net change is greater than zero. :Go to Step 8.

Step 8., Ther are no other cells where x. = 0. To to Step 3
ij

Step 3. S Figure 12 shows the optimal solution.

Theexample in Figure 2 is now .used to illUstrate the

algorithm.

PStep 1. Figure

Step 2

SteP2.Thereadlitinevaluated4cii's. Go to Step 4.

Step 4. Pick xll (an arbitrary choice). A suitable loogWis

x
11

to'x
21 to x

22
to x

12'
Go to Step 5.

Step 5. The net change in bating is 7-4+1-3 = +1. Go to Step 6.

Step 6. The net,hange is greater than zero. Go bo Step 8.

Step 8. Cell x
23

4quals zero. Go to Step 4.

Step.4. A suitable loop for x23 is x23 to x13 to x12 to

x
22' Go to Step 5.

Step 5. The net change in rating = +6-2+3-1 = +6. Go to Step 6.

hows the best available solution. Go to
A

Step 6. Th net change is 4reater thai 0. Go to Step 8.

.Step herearenomorecellswithx..equal to zero. Go to

Step 3.

Step 1. Stop. The initial solution is the crimal solution.

Interpret x12 to have a value that is essentially zero.

References on

problems that can

(1967) , Chapter 8

(19/6). The,best

the solution of assignment and tlansportation

be used ar)Chapter 6 of Hillier and Liberman

of Trueman (1977), and Chapter 8 of Eck

of these references is Eck (1976).

The transportation model can beiused whenever something is

assigned to something.under two maeginal restrictions. For

example, suppose that students are to be assigned to occupational

experiences taking into account the Preferential rating of

students. The marginal relrictions.are that the students are

17
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restricted according tO the number of class periods per Week they

have availabLe, and according to the number of class periods 'per

week the experiences are available for. Figure 13 illustrates

, the. example. The numbers in the cells are the preferential

ratings of students.

1

Students

k 2

No. Of Perl.ods

Experiences Are
Available For

Occupational Experiences
Available

21 3

2 4 3

3.1 7 5

3 1

No. of Class
Periods
Available

5

3

Figure 13. An Example of a Transportation Problem.

The disadvantage of the transportation and assignment models

is that they are a lietie tricky to learn. The advantages is

that they give,a better solution'than-can be obtained by

inspection, and they take the.teachers' wishes into account

regarding assignment to student's or courses. These models assist

decision makers and thus are a part of the Storehouse of

evaluation methods. The examples given in this paper are small

and can be solved by hand. 'However, in practice the problems to

be soLved are laiger and a computer can be used to reduce the

amount of tedium involved in solving the larger'problems.

At least two.computer programs are available which will carry

out the assignment and the transportation Models. One Computer

program is the DSZ1IP algorithm of the MPOS program. MPOS runs

only on the CDC 6000/CYBER series of computers. This program is

available from NorthweAern University, Vogelback Computing

Centre, 2129 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60201. Another

program available is URILT. URILT runs, only on UNIVAC 1100

series computers (contact your local SPERRY UNIVAC office to f,ind

out if there is a UNIVAC 1100 series compUter with URILT

available.

18
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